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Abstract

The Micromegas Vertex Tracker was designed to improve upon the tracking capabilities of the baseline
design of the CLAS12 spectrometer in Hall B at Jefferson Laboratory. A Barrel Micromegas Tracker made
with six concentric cylinders, each made of three 120◦-sector tiles, surrounds the Silicon Vertex Tracker,
and a Forward Micromegas Tracker composed of 6 disks is placed 30 cm downstream of the liquid-hydrogen
target. Both trackers sit in a 5 T solenoid magnetic field. All Micromegas elements are based on resistive
technology to withstand luminosities up to 1035 cm−2s−1, as well as on bulk technology to enforce gain
uniformity and mechanical robustness. Due to the high magnetic field, dedicated electronics have been
designed and displaced ∼2 m away from the detectors. The electronics readout is based on the DREAM
ASICs that allow sustained operation up to 20 kHz trigger rate at the maximum luminosity.

1. Introduction

The baseline design of the Hall B CEBAF Large
Acceptance Spectrometer for use at the 12 GeV3

Jefferson Laboratory (JLab) facility (CLAS12) [1]
includes two tracking detector systems. A Silicon
Vertex Tracker (SVT) [2] consists of a polyhedral6

arrangement around the target and resides in a 5 T
solenoid magnetic field to detect particles emitted
between 35◦ and 125◦ with respect to the beam di-9

rection. The forward tracking system consists of
drift chambers [3] placed before, within, and after
a toroidal magnetic field and covers the polar angle12

interval between 5◦ and 35◦.

In 2010, a proposal submitted by the IRFU
group at CEA-Saclay for an upgrade of the base-15

line CLAS12 design was accepted by JLab man-
agement. The upgrade of the central tracker con-
sisted of replacing the fourth layer of the SVT base-18

line design with 6 layers of cylindrical Micromegas
detectors, called the Barrel Micromegas Tracker
(BMT). In addition, a Forward Micromegas Tracker21

(FMT) made of 6 Micromegas disks was placed
∼30 cm downstream of the target to supplement the
forward tracking system with the drift chambers.24

The FMT and BMT form the Micromegas Vertex

Tracker (MVT). Simulations showed that the ad-
dition of the Micromegas detectors improved the27

vertex and polar angle resolutions both in the cen-
tral and in the forward tracking systems compared
to the baseline design [4, 5].30

Together, the SVT and the BMT form the Cen-
tral Vertex Tracker (CVT). The CVT is surrounded
by two scintillator-based detectors called the Cen-33

tral Time-Of-Flight (CTOF) [6] and the Central
Neutron Detector (CND) [7] that provide particle
identification information.36

2. System Description

2.1. Micromegas Detectors

Micromegas detectors are micro-pattern gaseous39

detectors [8]. A schematic representation of a typi-
cal Micromegas detector is shown in Fig. 1. In the
few-millimeter-wide conversion gap with an electric42

field of a few kV/cm, free electrons produced by
the ionization of gas molecules by charged particles
drift toward the micro-mesh and enter the ampli-45

fication gap. In the amplification gap, the electric
field reaches several hundreds of kV/cm, accelerat-
ing the electrons arriving from the conversion gap48
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Figure 1: Schematic view of a resistive Micromegas detector.

and making them ionize the gas, consequently cre-
ating an electromagnetic shower. The signal is then
collected by the readout strips.51

The MVT must sustain a high particle flux,
which may induce sparks between the micromesh
and the strips in its nominal running conditions. In54

order to quench these sparks and their associated
temporary high voltages (HV) drops that “blind”
the detector, all MVT detectors are based on the57

resistive technology. As depicted in Fig. 1, resistive
strips and a thin layer of insulator are deposited on
top of the readout strips [9]. The signals are trans-60

ferred from the resistive to the readout strips by
capacitive coupling. Finally, the resistive technol-
ogy allows for higher gains to be reached compared63

to regular detectors due to a lower probability of
sparks in the amplification region. Consequently
the resistive technology allows for higher signal to66

background ratios. In this configuration the mesh
is grounded and the high voltage for amplification
is positive on the resistive strips.69

2.2. General

The Barrel Micromegas Tracker consists of six
layers of cylindrical detectors, three with strips72

along the beam axis (Z strips) that provide infor-
mation about the azimuthal angle of the particle
and three with circular strips (C strips) perpendic-75

ular to the beam axis that significantly improve the
polar angle determination with respect to that ex-
tracted from the SVT information alone. The strip78

Radius (mm) Pitch (µm) Strip orientation
146.146 330 - 860 C
161.146 487 Z
176.146 536 Z
191.146 340 - 770 C
206.146 529 Z
221.146 330 - 670 C

Table 1: Radius, pitch, and strip orientation of the different
BMT layers.

orientation, the pitch, and the radial distance from
the center are listed in Table 1. Each layer is made
of three curved detectors covering 115◦ each. A81

total of 18 curved detectors is assembled on a car-
bon structure to complete the BMT. In addition
to the resistive technology, these detectors make84

use of the bulk technology, meaning that the mi-
cromesh is embedded with the pillars on top of
the resistive strips [10]. The bulk technology en-87

forces a uniform distance between the micromesh
and the strips, consequently maintaining a uniform
gain over the detector surface, despite the mechan-90

ical stress induced by the curvature of the tile.

The Forward Micromegas Tracker consists of six
flat Micromegas disks stacked together. The disks93

are all identical and assembled with a 60◦ rotation
with respect to one another, giving 3 angles of strips
(0◦, 60◦, and 120◦). The FMT is attached to the96

downstream end flange of the BMT. Figure 2 dis-
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Figure 2: Cut view showing the 6 different layers of the BMT
and the 6 identical FMT disks. The detectors are inserted
close to the Central Time-of-Flight, itself in the 5 T solenoid
magnet. The SVT is inside the MVT and is not displayed in
this view where the beam enters from the left. The red dot
indicates the nominal target position.

plays a cut view of both the BMT and FMT inside
the CLAS12 solenoid magnet.99

A separate CLAS12 subsystem called the For-
ward Tagger (FT) that is positioned just upstream
of the torus magnet and covers polar angles from 2◦102

to 5◦, also includes a set of Micromegas trackers.
The FT is equipped with four Micromegas disks
arranged in two pairs, called the FT Tracker (FT-105

Trk), which shares most of its design with the FMT.
A detailed description can be found in Ref. [11].

2.3. Mechanical Structure108

In order to support the Micromegas Vertex
Tracker in the magnet, a stainless-steel tube with
the BMT and the FMT at its downstream end is111

attached to the flange of the SVT support tube,
as shown in Fig. 3. This tube also holds 6 crates
containing the 48 readout Front-End Unit (FEU)114

boards for the Micromegas detectors, as well as the
service distributions for the gas, environmental sen-
sors, and high-voltage distribution. The connection117

between the detectors and readout FEUs is done us-
ing assembled micro-coaxial cables that allow the
signals to be read out from the upstream electron-120

ics crates. Each FEU is connected to a Back-End
Unit with an optical fiber. The patch panels for the
gas and the high voltage cables are located on the123

6 crates.

Figure 3: Support tube with electronics rack and MVT de-
tectors. The beam enters from the right.

The mechanical structure of the BMT is made
of a thin (1 mm) carbon cylinder with a glued126

PEEK flange downstream, and a glued stainless-
steel flange upstream, as shown in Fig. 4. Since the
main purpose of the barrel is to reconstruct pro-129

tons with momentum as low as 300 MeV, the ma-
terial budget must be as small as possible in order
to reduce multiple scattering and energy loss. The132

stainless steel used for the tube and flanges is made
of 904L (non-magnetic steel). The BMT structure
is completed by an outer thin carbon-fiber cylinder135

that protects the BMT tiles during maintenance op-
erations. The detector alignment is performed us-
ing particle tracks taken during zero magnetic field138

data taken either with cosmic rays (as described in
Section 4.2) or with the electron beam.

2.4. Barrel Micromegas Tracker (BMT)141

The Barrel detector tiles are made of a thin
printed circuit board (PCB) (0.2 mm) transformed
into Micromegas with the bulk process. Up to 16144

MEC8 connectors are welded on the upstream end
of the tile. The PCB is curved on a custom man-
drel tool with the desired radius. The cylindrical147

shape is then maintained by gluing two carbon fiber
arcs at each end of the active zone and two alu-
minum arcs on the MEC8 connector side. The150

thickness of the carbon and aluminum structure
arcs (3 mm) was chosen to match the design drift
gap of the detectors. A Kapton foil (0.25 mm) with153

metallic coating is then glued on top of the carbon-
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Figure 4: BMT mechanical structure (shown with one sector
open) that houses 6 curved detectors.

aluminum structure to seal the detector and serves
as the drift electrode of the detector. A curved156

3D-printed plastic mechanical bracket is attached
above the connectors to provide rigidity for the con-
nection of the signal cables. The high voltage con-159

nections and the associated protection circuit are
hosted inside 4 cm × 8 cm metallic boxes on the
upstream side of the PCB, out of the active area.162

Gas is introduced in the middle of the connector
side and flushed out on the edges of the connector
side through the hollow carbon-aluminum mechan-165

ical structure. The leak rate of each detector is
measured below 2 × 10−3 l/hr. Pins, serving both
as fixation points and for alignment, are inserted168

and glued on both ends of each carbon tube. A ge-
ometrical survey was performed and the measured
radii are within 1 to 2 mm of the design values.171

Figure 5 shows a photograph of the curved BMT
detectors.

As pointed out above, the BMT is located inside174

the CLAS12 5 T solenoid. The high magnetic field
had a strong impact on the design and operation
of the BMT detectors. Since the (detector) electric177

and the (solenoid) magnetic fields are essentially or-
thogonal, the primary electrons in the drift region
of the Micromegas detectors are subject to Lorentz180

forces. Consequently, the electron trajectories form
an angle with respect to the electric field direction,
the so-called Lorentz angle. Hence, the charge is183

spread over a large area and this directly impacts
the position resolution. Early studies showed that
large Lorentz effects could be partly compensated186

Figure 5: Photograph of a full stack of 6 BMT layers. The
two aluminum arcs are visible on top of the connectors. The
blue and yellow plastic tubes are part of the gas plumbing.

for by using a 5-6 kV/cm drift high voltage [12].
This increase of the drift field impacts the efficiency
through a loss of transparency of about ≈ 5%. The189

effect is worse in the case of the Z-type detectors
with their strips parallel to the B-field direction.
Finally, the gas mixture of 90% argon + 10% isobu-192

tane offers a reasonable trade-off between a limited
drift velocity to reduce the Lorentz force effects and
a high number of electrons generated in the con-195

version gap. The Lorentz angle is estimated to be
about 40◦ in the 5 kV/cm drift electric field at 5 T.

2.5. Forward Micromegas Tracker (FMT)198

The Forward Micromegas Tracker, shown in
Fig. 6, consists of six identical Micromegas resistive
detectors in the forward region from 30 cm to 36 cm201

downstream of the target center. Each Micromegas
detector is a 450 mm diameter disk with an ac-
tive area of 1024 parallel readout strips (525 µm204

pitch). The angle between the strip orientation of
two adjacent disks is 60◦. The distance between the
readout strips of two consecutive disks is 10.5 mm.207

Each disk consists of an assembly of two 0.2-mm-
thick PCBs glued on a 2 mm Rohacell foam backing
to form the readout plane and a 0.2 mm PCB for210

the drift plane glued on two cylindrical frames that
define the gas volume (5 mm). The inner frame is
made of PEEK and the outer frame of aluminum.213

Both define the chamber and are attached to the
readout plane using stainless steel screws. High
voltage connections and associated filter circuits are216

located on the disk edge diametrically opposed from
one another. The signals are read out via 16 MEC8
connectors.219
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Figure 6: CAD views of the FMT disks.

The active area of the FMT is divided in two
parts, the inner part with diameter 86 < d <
166 mm and the outer part with 168 < d < 380 mm.222

Each of the two parts can be independently ener-
gized so that the inner region can be turned off in
the case of a very high flux of charged particles.225

Since the magnetic field is parallel to the drift
field in the FMT, the drift electrons are not affected
by the Lorentz angle effect. In order to improve228

the timing resolution, a mixture of 80% argon +
10% isobutane + 10% CF4 allows for an increase
of the drift velocity compared to 90% argon + 10%231

isobutane mixture used in the BMT [13].

2.6. Gas System

The Micromegas are continuously flushed with234

gas in order to maintain high purity and to over-
come the normal outgassing of the detectors. As
stated above, the gas used for the BMT is a237

flammable mixture, argon with 10% isobutane.
Each layer of the barrel is fed with one gas line.
The tiles of a given layer are connected in series,240

with a flow rate of about 1.5 l/hr. For the FMT,
the gas mixture is argon with 10% CF4 and 10%
isobutane with a flow rate of 2 l/hr for a set of three243

disks connected in series. Thus a total of ∼13 l/hr
is used for both the FMT and BMT. Due to the low
gas flow rate for the detectors, a gas recirculation246

system is not employed for the MVT.

A programmable logic controller controls the
overall flow sent to the BMT and to the FMT,249

which is provided by a gas mixing system located
outside of the experimental hall. As shown in Fig. 7
and Fig. 8, a gas control panel allows the gas dis-252

tribution between the different lines for the BMT
and FMT to be manually adjusted . Inside the gas
control panel, the gas pressure and flow are mea-255

sured at various points. The flow rate and pressure
must be low and controlled to avoid any deforma-
tion of the detectors. Interlocks are set to close258

valves and stop the gas flow in the detector if pres-
sures or flows are above the set thresholds. Finally,
the total inflow and outflow are compared and trig-261

ger an interlock to stop the gas flow if they disagree,
which could indicate a leak in the gas system or the
detector volume.264

3. Electronics

The MVT data acquisition system is designed
to read out 6,000 channels of the forward station267

and 18,000 channels of the barrel station. With the
physics background as high as 20 MHz, the strip hit
rates are about 60 kHz and 20 kHz in the forward270

detectors and in the barrel detectors, respectively.
The readout system is compliant with the CLAS12
requirements of a 20 kHz maximum trigger rate and273

provides a sufficiently long data pipeline to cope
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Figure 7: Gas distribution diagram for the Barrel Micromegas Tracker.

with up to a 16 µs trigger decision latency. Timing
precision of a few ns is sufficient to limit the num-276

ber of ghost hits compatible with the timing of the
trigger signals. A charge measurement with a 10-
bit dynamic range is enough to cover the full span279

of the Micromegas detector signals and to discrimi-
nate accurately minimum-ionizing particles (MIPs)
from noise. Note that the FT-Trk [11] uses the same282

readout electronics and architecture as the MVT.

3.1. Readout System Architecture

The extremely compact and dense design of the285

CLAS12 Central Detector leaves a very narrow
space between the MVT and its neighbor subsys-
tems, as well as between the Micromegas detectors288

themselves. In addition to the stringent space lim-
itations, the operational conditions of the tracker
are harsh in terms of radiation and the high 5 T291

magnetic field. Keeping a low material budget is
an obvious concern. Consequently, a readout archi-
tecture based on off-detector front-end electronics294

has been adopted. Lightweight micro-coaxial ca-

ble assemblies with low 40 pF/m linear capacitance
carry bare, unamplified signals to the Front-End297

Units (FEUs) housed in crates ∼1.5–2 m upstream
of the detectors.

The front-end electronics are responsible for the300

amplification and shaping of the detector signals,
for holding the latter in a pipeline waiting for a
trigger signal, for the digitization and compression303

of the selected event data, and for their delivery
to the back-end electronics. The back-end is re-
sponsible for data concentration event by event. It306

provides an interface with the CLAS12 event build-
ing system, ensures a fixed latency path between
the CLAS12 Trigger system [14] and the FEUs,309

and receives the system clock and trigger from the
CLAS12 Trigger Supervisor and synchronously con-
veys them to the FEUs over bidirectional optical312

links. A schematic representation of the readout
system architecture is shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 8: Gas distribution diagram for the Forward Micromegas Tracker.

3.2. The 64-Channel DREAM ASIC315

Depending on the type and size of the CLAS12
Micromegas detectors, the strip capacitances vary
from 60 to 120 pF. The total capacitance seen by318

the front-end electronics input is even higher, up
to 200 pF due to the contribution from the de-
tector micro-coaxial cables. To achieve a com-321

fortable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) well above 10,
the equivalent noise charge (ENC) of the detection
chain should be ∼ 2500 e− for the 140 − 200 pF324

range of the total input capacitance. At the time of
the detector development, no existing ASICs could
deliver the required performance while, in addition,327

sustain the 20 kHz readout rate and provide the
16 µs deep trigger pipeline required. A new 64-
channel ASIC, called DREAM (for Dead-timeless330

Readout Electronics ASIC for Micromegas), has
been developed [15].

The DREAM ASIC block diagram is shown in333

Fig. 10. Each channel includes a charge sensitive
amplifier (CSA) adapted to a wide spread of detec-
tor capacitances (up to 1 nF) and four selectable336

charge measurement ranges (from 50 to 600 fC),
a shaper with programmable peaking times (from
75 ns to 1 µs), and 512-cell deep Switched Capacitor339

Array (SCA) used as the trigger pipeline memory
and a de-randomization buffer.

The input signals are continuously sampled and342

stored in the SCA at a rate of up to 50 MHz. Upon
reception of the trigger signal, a programmable
number of samples of all channels, corresponding345

in time to the event, is read out serially through
a differential analog buffer capable of driving an
external ADC at a frequency of up to 28 MHz.348

The sampling is not stopped during the readout
process, which allows nearly dead-timeless opera-
tion. Other features, such as the ability to operate351

with both signal polarities, the possibility to in-
ject input signals directly into the SCA memory by-
passing the filter and/or CSA, and integrated per-354

channel discriminators (useful to form trigger prim-
itives), make the chip extremely versatile. The inte-
grated circuit is manufactured in the AMS CMOS357

0.35 µm technology and is encapsulated in the 128-
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Figure 9: Readout system for the MVT and FT-Trk detectors.

pin LQFP square package with a 1 mm side and a
0.4 mm pitch.360

3.3. The 512-Channel Front-End Unit (FEU)

The FEU is a mixed analog-digital electronics
board. The analog section comprises eight input363

connectors, protection circuits, DREAM ASICs,
and an 8-channel flash ADC (see Fig. 11). The pro-
tection circuits are optional. They are installed on366

the FEUs to protect the DREAMs from the sparks
of standard Micromegas detectors. When working
with resistive detectors, the input channels of the369

DREAM ASICs can be directly connected to the
detector strips, improving the signal-to-noise ratio.
The protected or non-protected type of FEUs are372

determined during their manufacturing.
As described above, the pre-amplification, shap-

ing, and trigger pipeline functionalities are imple-375

mented in the DREAM chips. The analog sam-
ples from the eight DREAMs are digitized by an
8-channel 40 MHz 12-bit flash ADC AD9222 from378

Analog Devices [16]. The eight serial streams of dig-
ital data are delivered to the on-board FPGA. The
digital section of the board comprises an xc6vlx75t-381

2-ff748 FPGA from the Xilinx Virtex-6 device
family [17], its configuration memory, a 2 Mbyte
synchronous SRAM, small form-factor pluggable384

(SFP) transceivers, an on-board clock synthesizer,
and an auxiliary trigger interface circuit.

The FPGA controls the DREAM integrated cir-387

cuits and the ADC, producing the sampling and

readout clocks, as well as various required control
signals. One of the SFP cages is populated with390

an optical transceiver module that is used to es-
tablish a synchronous communication channel with
the back-end electronics over a 2.5 Gbit/s link.393

In the downstream direction, the link encodes the
125 MHz system clock, trigger signals, and fast syn-
chronous commands.396

Upon accepting the trigger signal, the FPGA
reads the corresponding samples from the DREAMs
and optionally applies the following digital data399

processing steps. First, after serial-to-parallel con-
version, the pedestals are equalized. Next, for each
sample, the coherent noise affecting the DREAM402

inputs is estimated and subtracted on a chip-by-
chip basis. This greatly improves the noise im-
munity of the MVT readout system. Finally, the405

per-channel zero suppression is performed. The re-
tained samples describe the signal development in
the channel. Fitting their values with a known func-408

tion allows an accurate estimation of the deposited
charge and the signal timing. For each accepted
trigger, the FPGA forms an event fragment from411

the retained channel data and delivers it to the
back-end electronics via the optical channel. The
optical channel is also used for setting and moni-414

toring the run control parameters.

The FEU is a 6U (266 mm) high, 220 mm deep,
and 5HP (25.4 mm) wide module. The thickness of417

its 12-layer PCB is 1.6 mm. It can be powered from
either a 4.3 V or 5 V source and consumes slightly

8



Figure 10: Block diagram of the DREAM ASIC.

Figure 11: Photograph of the 512-channel Front-End Unit.

less than 20 W when all eight DREAMs operate420

in their most power-hungry mode. The FEUs have
been operated in a magnetic field of up to 1.5 T
without any perceptible change of their power con-423

sumption or functionality.

3.4. The Back-End Unit (BEU)

The back-end of the data acquisition system of426

the MVT is based on the JLab standard VME/VXS
hardware including a Trigger Interface (TI), a
Signal Distribution (SD), a Subsystem Processor429

(SSP), and a crate controller single-board computer

(SBC) [18]. The flow of the trigger, data, and con-
trol messages is shown in Fig. 9.432

The TI receives a low-jitter, 250 MHz system
clock and fixed-latency trigger signals from the
CLAS12 Trigger Supervisor. It also delivers to435

the Trigger Supervisor the status information (e.g.
busy) of the MVT readout system. The physical
layer interface is based on parallel optic technology.438

The clock and trigger signals are delivered to the SD
board over the VXS backplane. The SD board con-
veys properly delayed and aligned clock and trigger441

signals to the SSP boards. It also gathers their sta-
tus information, and then combines and sends it to
the TI board. These communications happen over444

the VXS backplane.
The SSP board was primarily designed to be a

part of the hardware-level trigger logic for JLab447

experiments. Given the massive resources it pro-
vides (notably a Virtex-5 TX150T Xilinx FPGA,
32 multi-gigabit transceivers (GTX) routed to the450

front panel, 4 Gbyte DDR2 memory), it was con-
sidered for the readout of the MVT front-end elec-
tronics. The SSP firmware has been modified to fit453

the needs of the MVT Back-End Unit (BEU).
An SSP can distribute the global system clock,

trigger, and synchronous commands to up to 32456

FEUs. In practice, there are two Back-End Units
each serving 24 front-ends. The trigger pulses
and fast run control commands are broadcast syn-459

chronously to all FEUs over the synchronized fixed
latency 2.5 Gbit/s links. The protocol between
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the FEUs and the BEU sets an 8 ns resolution462

on successive triggers and synchronous commands
(125 MHz clock). However, the dispersion of their
arrival times on the FEUs is well under 1 ns.465

On each trigger, the SSPs time stamp the event
with the synchronous 125 MHz clock and assign it
the event counter value. The 48-bit time stamp468

along with the 60-bit event identification (ID) is
used for local event building. This process implies
gathering from all FEUs the event data packets be-471

longing to the same event (matching time stamps,
and event IDs). Multi-event buffers, with a pro-
grammable number of events, are constructed in the474

external DDR2 memory. Upon the request from the
crate controller SBC, the contents of the buffers are
transferred to its memory over the VME64 back-477

plane using the 2SST protocol. Transmission rates
of ∼200 Mbyte/s are routinely achieved.

The SBC executes the data collection and the480

run control tasks within the CODA software frame-
work [18]. It also completes the data integrity
checks performed in the SSP firmware, disentangles483

multi-event buffers, forms MVT events concatenat-
ing the FEU/SSP data with the corresponding TI
data, and sends them to the CLAS12 Event Builder486

over a 10 GB/s Ethernet link.
The MVT readout electronics is continuously

monitored by the CLAS12 detector monitoring sys-489

tem using the EPICS framework.

4. Detector Performance

In order to calibrate the detectors and test their492

performance, a cosmic-ray test bench was designed
and installed at Saclay early in the project. The
goal of these tests was to determine the best op-495

erating conditions of the detectors and to compute
their 2D efficiency maps using cosmic muons prior
to their shipment to JLab.498

The cosmic-ray test bench shown in Fig. 12 con-
sists of a vertical stack of six detectors. Two scin-
tillators are installed at the top and the bottom of501

the stack to provide the trigger. Four 50 × 50 cm2

double-layer flat Micromegas were used as a tracker
to provide the reference track of a cosmic ray. In504

the middle of the stack, empty trays receive the
detectors to be characterized.

After alignment of the reference trackers and the507

detectors to be tested, the expected position of the
particle in the test detector was provided by the
reference trackers and compared with the measured510

Figure 12: The cosmic bench made of an external trigger
from the coincidence of two scintillators and a hodoscope
made of 4 reference trackers. The photograph shows the
simultaneous operation of a BMT tile and a FMT disk under
test.

signals, if any, in the test detector. If a cluster, i.e. a
contiguous set of fired strips, matched the expected
position within a millimeter, the test detector was513

considered to have seen the cosmic ray. The effi-
ciency was then derived by repeating this test over
a cosmic ray sample collected within a few hours.516

All MVT detectors were systematically character-
ized before shipment to JLab. These tests included
a study of the efficiency as a function of the am-519

plification voltage and a two-dimensional efficiency
map, which required a cosmic ray sample collected
over a day.522

The results were found to be similar for all detec-
tors. The efficiency plateau starts at about 500 V
with a value between 98.5% and 99.5% at 510 V.525

It was shown that the plateau was slightly shifted
to higher strip voltages when the drift plane was
at higher voltage because the mesh loses electron528

transparency. The 2D-efficiency map was useful
to look for any structural problems. All MVT
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detectors that were shipped to JLab had a uni-531

form 2D-efficiency map. Examples of the efficiency
plateau and the 2D efficiency map are shown in
Figs. 13 and 14. Figure 14 also shows the efficiency534

gained by removing the protection diodes before
the Dream ASICs, not required with resistive Mi-
cromegas since sparks are quenched.537

Figure 13: Efficiency plateau (bottom) and 2D efficiency
map (top) for a C-type barrel detector.

4.1. Commissioning

The Micromegas Vertex Tracker was delivered to
JLab in June 2017. A team of 10 people assem-540

bled the MVT and integrated it with the SVT to
form the final configuration of the CLAS12 Central
Vertex Tracker. The MVT barrel was first com-543

missioned with cosmic rays in the assembly room
until mid-October 2017 and for the first two weeks

Figure 14: Efficiency plateau (bottom) and 2D efficiency
map (top) for a FMT disk.

after it was installed in Hall B. The final phase of546

the commissioning started in December 2017 with
beam.

Before the start of data taking with beam, several549

cosmic ray runs were performed aimed at tuning
and optimizing the integration of the data acquisi-
tion system and the slow controls (i.e. remote con-552

trols, interlocks, and monitoring) [18], and the gas
delivery system. The online data monitoring sys-
tem was developed to allow the inspection of raw555

quantities such as the hit maps, the pulse shape,
and the timing of the signals. This system was
tested and integrated into the standard CLAS12558

online operation tools.

4.2. Cosmic Ray Data Taking

Cosmic ray data with zero magnetic field were561

used not only for commissioning purposes, but also
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for the essential detector alignment. Given the ab-
sence of the solenoid magnetic field, the drift high564

voltages were set to about 400 V as the primary
electrons do not experience the Lorentz-angle ef-
fect. The cosmic ray trigger for the Central De-567

tector was provided by coincidences of CTOF sig-
nals in diametrically opposed scintillator bars. This
CTOF trigger provides a quasi-uniform illumina-570

tion along the BMT axis of the barrel with cosmic
rays, not achievable in beam conditions because of
the forward-peaked distribution due to the center-573

of-mass boost. The hit distribution on the Z tiles,
instead, results from a convolution of the cosmic ray
angular distribution with the trigger configuration,576

as shown in Fig. 15.
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Figure 15: Hit occupancies of a cosmic-ray run with the
trigger delivered by the CTOF for layers 2 (Z tile) and 4 (C
tile).
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Figure 16: Cluster size distributions, i.e. the number of
strips fired in a tile by a cosmic ray, during cosmic ray data
taking for the three sectors of the Z tiles.

The distributions of cluster size for the three sec-
tors (see Fig. 16) show, on average, larger clusters579

in Sectors 1 and 3 with respect to Sector 2. Indeed,
since cosmic rays are mostly vertical, the projection
of their path in the drift gap onto the strip surface582

is longer for Sectors 1 and 3 than for Sector 2.

Figure 17: Event display of a cosmic ray track reconstructed
in the BMT detectors. The six tiles on the top are called
Sector 2, the six on the bottom right are Sector 1 and the
bottom left six tiles are the Sector 3.
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Figure 18: Example of residuals for two BMT tiles with
cosmic ray data before and after a preliminary alignment
procedure obtained with a BMT stand-alone reconstruction.

A BMT stand-alone straight-track reconstruction
algorithm based on least-squares minimization has585

been developed to reconstruct cosmic rays. A typ-
ical reconstructed event is shown in Fig. 17 using
the CLAS12 event display package [19]. This track-588

ing algorithm is also used to perform the alignment
of the BMT tiles: the distance between the hit in
a tile excluded from the tracking and the reference591

track provided by the other tiles is minimized by
introducing rotations and translations. Figure 18
shows the distributions of track residuals, i.e. the594

distance of a hit with respect to the particle tra-
jectory, for three Micromegas tiles before and after
alignment corrections. Figure 19 shows the sum-597

mary of the preliminary results for all BMT de-
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tectors: after the alignment procedure all residual
distributions are centered around zero. Preliminary600

detector resolutions, defined as the standard devia-
tions of Gaussian fits to the residual distributions,
are improved and below 200 µm.603
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Figure 19: Preliminary BMT residuals (top) and resolutions
(bottom) with cosmic-ray data before and after an alignment
procedure obtained with a BMT stand-alone reconstruction.

4.3. Data Taking with Beam

With the start of beam operations, the behav-
ior of the detectors has been carefully monitored606

and the working parameters such as high voltage
settings have been tuned. The working point for
the strip high voltage has been studied by perform-609

ing a scan with a 20 V step. Due to delays in the
offline data reconstruction for a proper efficiency
measurement, the cluster multiplicity per electron612

trigger was used as an alternative observable acces-
sible online that can be used to exhibit a plateau.
Indeed, as shown in Fig. 20, this observable was615

found to flatten out where the efficiency plateau
was determined from the commissioning with cos-
mic rays. For the FMT, the plateau was found from618

460 V to 490 V. Above 490 V, the cluster multiplic-
ity and the current on the strips increases suddenly,
potentially due to a Corona effect. It was decided621

to set 460 V as the nominal HV settings for the
FMT, which allows safe operations for luminosities
up to 1035 cm−2s−1. The nominal HV setting was624

set to be 520 V for the BMT, although the plateau
was not as clear as for the FMT.

Preliminary efficiencies for the Micromegas de-627

tectors were measured by performing tracking with-
out the detector layer under study to determine for
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Figure 20: Cluster multiplicity in 3 FMT disks as a function
of HV on the strips.

each track going through the studied detector layer,630

if a hit was found close to the expected intersec-
tion. The efficiency plateau was found to be at the
same position as the plateau with the cluster multi-633

plicities, thus validating the HV settings used. An
example of the efficiency scan for one BMT tile is
shown in Fig. 21.636

Figure 21: Efficiency measurement as a function of the strip
high voltage for one BMT tile in beam conditions.

Strip currents and detector occupancy have been
measured during a beam intensity scan up to the
instantaneous luminosity of about 1035 cm−2s−1.639

Figure 22 shows the correlation between the cur-
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rents drawn by the BMT strips and the beam cur-
rent. The slope coefficient resulting from a linear642

regression is 0.02 µA/nA. At the maximum beam
current of 78 nA, two BMT tiles reached the safety
threshold of 2 µA and they were automatically645

turned off. The detector occupancy shows as well a
linear correlation with the beam current, reaching
values of about 3.5% for the FMT disks and 2.5%648

for the BMT tiles at nominal luminosity, as shown
in Fig. 23.
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Figure 22: Currents on the BMT strips as a function of
beam current on a 5-cm-long liquid-hydrogen target. All
detectors have similar currents. The nominal luminosity of
1035 cm−2s−1 corresponds to 75 nA on target.
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Figure 23: Hit occupancy as a function of the beam current
for 4 BMT layers (left) and 3 FMT disks (right).

During the first year of operations with beam,651

CLAS12 took data at several electron beam ener-
gies (2.2, 6.4, 7.5, and 10.6 GeV) with a liquid-
hydrogen target. An example of a rare event at654

10.6 GeV with five tracks reconstructed in the CVT
is shown in Fig. 24. At 2.2 GeV, the large elastic
cross section and the trigger configuration allowed657

for the visualization of the recoil protons in the raw

occupancies of the BMT-C tiles as seen in Fig. 25.

Figure 24: Event display of a rare five-track event in the
CVT.

The largest data set has been collected at an elec-660

tron beam energy of 10.6 GeV and at 50 nA inten-
sity. Figure 26 shows the distributions of the num-
ber of clusters on all six BMT layers and their clus-663

ter size distribution. Although most of the events
present a very low number of clusters with clus-
ters of small size, the long tails are mainly due to666

knock-off electron “loopers” and beam-induced soft
photons.

Each MVT hit has an associated time stamp that669

can be used to compute the time difference of the
signal with respect to the trigger. Consequently, a
minimum time Tmin can be associated with each672

cluster as the minimum time of the hits in the clus-
ter. Figure 27 clearly shows that the clusters that
have been associated with a reconstructed track675

have similar Tmin distributions over the six BMT
layers, i.e. the clusters associated with a triggered
physics event are strongly correlated in time. How-678

ever, the Tmin distributions of background clusters,
i.e. clusters that are not associated with recon-
structed tracks, are uniform in time except for very681

low Tmin values. The excess of events at low Tmin

for all layers is explained by the asymmetric shape
of the pulse: since the tail of the pulse is much684

longer than the leading edge of the pulse, it is more
likely to get out-of-time clusters prior to than after
the trigger.687
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Figure 25: Hit occupancy for C tiles at 2.2 GeV (top) and
10.6 GeV (bottom) in events triggered by an electron in the
forward CLAS12 detectors. The elastic recoil protons are
responsible for the large excess of events at 2.2 GeV between
strip number 400 and 700. At 10.6 GeV, the elastic cross
section is too small and no clear proton excess is visible.

Special data taking runs with an empty target
cell have been performed for calibration purposes,
as well as low-luminosity runs with zero magnetic690

field for detector alignment studies. The stand-
alone straight-track algorithm used for cosmic ray
reconstruction has been adapted and extended to693

use SVT hits. Using preliminary alignment cor-
rections for both the SVT and BMT, a zero-field
empty-target run was reconstructed in SVT-stand-696

alone mode and CVT (i.e. SVT+BMT) mode. The
preliminary results are shown in Fig. 28. The alu-
minum target walls are clearly visible in both re-699

construction modes. There is a significant improve-
ment from ∼4.5 mm to 2.5 mm of the vertex posi-
tion resolution (1σ) along the beam axis when the702

BMT information is used in the track reconstruc-
tion. Indeed the BMT-C tiles largely improve the
polar angle of the particle with respect to the SVT-705

stand-alone mode. Concerning the azimuthal angle,
the resolution of the BMT-Z tiles is not as good as
that of the SVT modules since the strip pitch is708

larger and they are further away from the beam
axis. Therefore the improvement of the resolution
on the azimuthal angle of the track and related711

quantities like the vertex transverse coordinates is
limited. On the other hand, the BMT-Z tiles pro-
vide an essential redundancy for tracks that cross a714

limited number of SVT layers.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the CLAS12 Micromegas Vertex717

Tracker system is presented. The mechanical struc-
ture of the Forward and the Barrel Micromegas
Trackers, the first curved detector of this size us-720

ing the Micromegas technology, is described. The
architecture and performance of the readout elec-
tronics are presented, including the DREAM ASIC,723

developed to achieve the performance required by
the CLAS12 specifications. The Micromegas Ver-
tex Tracker performance with cosmic rays is shown,726

as well as some preliminary results with beam data
to demonstrate a significant improvement in the re-
construction in the central tracker.729
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